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Drawing Aside the Purple Curtain 
The Papal System Today: an Analysis of the News 

 

 Why is Francis Encouraging 

Muslim Immigration into Europe? 
 

 by Shaun Willcock 
 

 

  This is something that puzzles many Christians.  If the pope of Rome believes that Roman 

Catholicism is the only true religion; if he believes that Islam is a false religion; if he is devoted to 

Europe being “Christian” (i.e. Roman Catholic); and if he knows (as of course he does) that Muslim 

terrorists are bent on turning Europe into “Eurabia”, a Muslim continent, and that they want to destroy 

Vatican City State itself and the Roman Catholic influence in Europe (as they certainly do) – then why 

is he encouraging Muslim immigration into Europe?  What is going on?   

 

  There is plenty of evidence that he is encouraging Muslim immigration into Europe, including that of 

the hundreds of thousands of Muslims pouring in illegally from their own war-torn countries in the 

Middle East and elsewhere.  Just to confine ourselves to his most recent actions and statements: 

  In April 2016, Francis visited the Greek island of Lesbos, where among other things he visited a 

Muslim refugee camp, and addressed the people there.  He sounded very compassionate, saying he was 

speaking out on their behalf, calling the world’s attention to their plight.  He called them “brothers and 

sisters”.1  And in a joint declaration signed by Francis and two Eastern Orthodox religious leaders 

while on Lesbos, the tone once again sounded compassionate, as they called on the international 

community to come to the aid of the refugees and pleaded for an end to the wars in the Middle East.2 

  And then, at the conclusion of his trip, Francis brought three refugee families back to Rome with him!  

The Jesuit director of the Vatican’s press office said in a statement, “The pope has desired to make a 

gesture of welcome regarding refugees, accompanying on his plane to Rome three families of refugees 

from Syria, 12 people in all, including six children.”  All the members of these families were Muslims.  

The Vatican said it would take responsibility for maintaining them.3  This was nothing but a deliberate, 

well-planned PR exercise, and of course it went down very well with liberals and leftists everywhere. 

 

  Why, then, is Francis doing these things? 

 

Francis Does NOT Love Islam, and Does NOT Want an Islamic Europe 
 

  Let the reader be quite clear that Francis is not doing this because he truly loves Islam, or because he 

really believes that Romanism and Islam can exist in love and harmony side by side.  He does not.  Nor 

is he doing this because he truly believes Islam is a religion of equal validity with Romanism.  He does 

not.  Some Christian writers have erred at this point. 

  What, then, is Rome’s purpose behind its promotion of the global interfaith movement? 

  It is true that the pope would love to be the head of a single world religion.  And indeed, Rome’s 

interfaith movement hopes that in some way this could become a reality one day.  But those working 

for such a goal know that despite all the nice-sounding interfaith overtures, the only way this could 

ever really be achieved is by force: the Roman Catholic institution using violence to force the 

adherents of all the other religions of the world to surrender to it.  And although Rome has never been 

averse to using force and physical compulsion to get its way, as things stand now in the world this is 

not a method at its disposal.  In practical terms, without the use of violence on an unprecedented scale 

it is just not going to happen that a single world religion will ever be set up with the pope at its head, in 
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which all other religions will simply merge with Roman Catholicism, surrendering their own religious 

distinctives and acknowledging him as their  head.  The pope and the Romish hierarchy well know that 

the world’s Muslims, Hindus, Jews, Buddhists and all the rest are never going to be persuaded, by 

mere dialogue and discussion, to just abandon their own centuries-old beliefs and practices and 

acknowledge a man they consider to be a “Christian” to be their head!  They would be saying, in 

effect: “We have been wrong for all these centuries.  Our religions are false, and the Roman Catholic 

religion is true.”  Realistically, this is just not going to happen.   

  But without using violence, what is far more achievable than an eventual, single world religion with 

the pope at its head, is the establishment of some kind of global interfaith body, having oversight of the 

world’s religions and to which all religions belong, but with the pope at its head: a “United Religions” 

organisation, a kind of United Nations of the world’s religions.  Such a global interfaith body would be 

viewed by Rome as a giant leap forward in its desire to control the world.  It would not be the final 

word on the subject, for the pope and his troops would never cease to work for the annihilation of all 

other religions: as far as they are concerned no religion should be allowed to exist upon earth except 

the Roman Catholic religion; but it would be a giant step in the “right” direction.  

 

  Also, Francis is not encouraging Muslim immigration into Europe because he really wants multiplied 

millions of Muslims, in the long term, sharing Europe with his own subjects in a joint Roman Catholic-

Muslim world, or – what is worse – outnumbering them and dominating them.  He does not.  This is 

even shown by the declaration he signed on Lesbos, where he stated that the Muslim refugees pouring 

into Europe must eventually be sent home.4  He well knows the threat that Islam poses to his own 

religion, and he certainly wants to keep Europe “Christian” (i.e. Roman Catholic).  This was 

demonstrated in early 2016, when he was selected to be the 2016 recipient of Germany’s Charlemagne 

Prize “for his commitment to promoting European unity”!5  He would never have been awarded this 

prize if he was committed to turning Europe over to the forces of Islam.  Romanism and Islam have 

been bitter enemies for many centuries. 

 

  Why, then, is he encouraging Muslim immigration by his words and actions? 

 

Three Possible Scenarios for Europe 
 

  As Jesuits have done ever since their founding in the sixteenth century, he is playing a vast game, on 

a global scale, and taking a huge gamble as well.   

  In the light of all that has been happening in Europe in recent times, one of three possible scenarios 

will, in all likelihood, play itself out: 

  The first is that the nations of Europe will be so disrupted by this Islamic flood, they will suffer so 

much chaos and bloodshed because of it, that they will end up begging their governments to act, even 

though this means the loss of their freedoms and dictatorial control being given to the European 

governments over their own people.   

  The second is that the peoples of Europe will somehow wake up before it is too late, say “enough is 

enough”, rise up and resist this Islamic invasion (for that is what it is), vote out (or kick out) their 

liberal-leftist governments, turn back the Islamic tide, secure their borders, and stop this multicultural 

madness that is tearing Europe apart. 

  And the third possible scenario is that rampant, rampaging, violent, out-to-conquer Islam will 

ultimately, over the next few decades, be victorious over much of Europe. 

 

Scenario One: Chaos Leading to a New Order (What Francis Hopes For)     
 

  The first possible scenario, and the one which Francis is actually working for, is that the nations of 

Europe will be so disrupted by this Islamic flood, they will suffer so much chaos and bloodshed 

because of it, that they will beg their governments to act, being willing even to surrender what remains 

of their freedoms and to grant dictatorial powers to their governments, in exchange for safety and 
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security from the Islamic threat.  

  This is the outcome that Francis is actually hoping for!  As unbelievable as this may be to those who 

are ignorant of Roman Catholicism and its plans for Europe and the world, this is what he is hoping to 

achieve by encouraging this massive Islamic tide to sweep over Europe!  Yes, it is a huge gamble; but 

it is one which he, and the Vatican, are willing to take, because if they gamble and win, the prize will 

be massive. 

  Right now, millions of Muslims are pouring into Europe in the greatest human tide since World War 

Two.  Many of them are genuine refugees from war-torn Islamic Middle Eastern lands.  But many of 

them are not refugees, they are in fact Islamic terrorists bent on the destruction of the west, who have 

been presented with a golden opportunity to infiltrate European countries as the human tide rolls on 

through the continent.   

  But as bad as things already are, and although millions of Muslims have already entered Europe 

legally and illegally, the tipping point has not yet been reached.  The population of Europe still 

predominantly consists of native-born Europeans.  They are still the majority.  It is changing rapidly, 

and before too many more years have passed many European nations will have reached the point of no 

return; but they are not there yet.  It is very, very late in the day, but there is still time to act and roll 

back the tide.   

 

  And this is where it gets interesting.  The shadowy personages and organisations working for a “New 

World Order” believe firmly that “out of chaos comes order”.  They believe that to weaken Europe, the 

United States, and the rest of the west, they must destabilise these places, create civil unrest, etc.; for 

when there is societal chaos, this makes such places ripe for accepting a new order.  A dictatorial 

order!   

  Communists and leftists have used these tactics successfully through the years.  They created chaos in 

pre-revolutionary Russia, which enabled the Bolsheviks to come to power.  They destabilised, and 

created chaos in, the conservative, non-Communist countries of southern Africa (Mozambique, 

Zambia, Rhodesia, South West Africa, and South Africa), which led to a new order as the Communist 

revolutionaries swept to power in these countries.6  They are at present creating massive societal chaos 

and destabilisation in the United States, via a massive illegal influx of Roman Catholics from Central 

and South America7 and a massive illegal influx of Muslims as well, and by still further destabilisation 

and chaos caused by the deliberate stirring up of the black population in the U.S. to riot and destroy.  

And they are doing the same in Europe.   

  And just as the human tide of Muslim refugees pouring into Europe is seen as a golden opportunity 

for Muslim terrorists to slip into Europe undetected so as to cause chaos, death and destruction, so too 

this human tide is seen as a golden opportunity by the western one-worlders, the western globalists 

who desire to create a new world order, a one-world dictatorship!  They need chaos and instability in 

Europe, which will drive the European peoples to beg for stronger governments, more dictatorial 

governments – anything as long as it means their lives and properties are secured!   And the globalist 

elite have seen that Islam is the perfect instrument to use to create the kind of chaos they desire, to 

create widespread fear and panic in the populations of European countries.  When people feel that their 

lives or properties are threatened, they will do anything, give up anything – even things they should 

never give up – to feel safe and secure again.   

  

  Enter Pope Francis I.  This man is an ardent one-worlder, a globalist, as his Jesuit Order always has 

been.  He desires a one-world government, with himself at the head of it.  He therefore subscribes to 

the strategy that chaos should be created, which will lead to a new order, with more powers in the 

hands of governments and, ultimately, in the hands of the pope.  The Jesuits, throughout their history, 

have subscribed to this theory.  They have started wars, assassinated leaders, stirred and agitated 

behind the scenes time and time again in history, because they know that out of chaos a new order can 

be created.  It has worked for them, over and over again, and now they are hoping it will work for them 

in Europe, via the chaos and destruction and lawlessness being created throughout Europe by Muslims. 

  Francis knows that he cannot, today, do what the Papacy would have done in centuries gone by.  He 
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cannot rally hundreds of thousands of fanatical Roman Catholic troops to invade other countries, to 

rampage through such countries and give people the ultimatum: “Convert to Romanism or die!”  This 

would not be acceptable in the modern world. 

  But he knows that Islam is prepared to do such things!  Not only prepared to do them, it is doing 

them.  It is doing the very things Roman Catholicism has used to such devastating effect in the past 

(even the recent past): wars, massacres, tortures, killings, etc.  Once, not long ago, the pope would 

have simply unleashed his own Papal storm troopers across Europe to force its various countries to toe 

the Papal line.  Today, he will back Islam to do precisely the same thing! 

 

So Far, the Jesuit/Francis Plan is Right On Track 
 

  Francis’ plan (and thus the Jesuits’ plan) is to encourage this massive Islamic invasion of Europe, 

which will result in destabilisation, chaos, fear and panic.  For he is gambling on the fact that the 

inevitable result of this kind of continent-wide chaos will be that the people start crying out for help.  

They will become so afraid, confused, troubled, that they will reach a point where they will be 

prepared to give up their own freedoms, if only it will mean their safety!  They will actually beg for 

more government control, not less; for greater totalitarianism; for increased surveillance over every 

aspect of their lives; for less freedom of movement, freedom of expression, freedom of religion; and 

yes – for world government.  They will be willing to accept all this, if only the authorities will “do 

something” to stop the threat to their lives and properties.  And the Jesuit pope will be only too happy 

to oblige! 

  For what Islam is fighting for is precisely what Roman Catholicism has always desired.  Islam hates 

freedom of expression; so does Rome.  Islam hates freedom of religion; so does Rome.  Islam loves 

totalitarianism; so does Rome.  Islam loves absolute compliance from its people, with no dissent; so 

does Rome.  So if, in the end, European countries pass laws which limit their freedoms and increase 

government control over every aspect of their lives because Islam demands it, Rome will be smiling.  

And if the citizens of Europe start crying out for greater government control to ensure their safety, 

Rome will be right behind that call.   

 

  And it is happening already!  All across Europe, governments are eroding their countries’ freedoms.  

Freedom of religion is being curtailed, so as not to offend Muslims, but Islam itself is becoming a 

privileged religion in Europe.  Freedom of speech is disappearing, as any criticism of Islam is 

becoming a punishable offence.  Freedom of movement has ceased to exist in many cities, as there are 

places where not even the police will dare to enter, let alone non-Muslim citizens.   Massive 

surveillance, by European governments, of their own people is now a way of life, an Orwellian 

nightmare that is here now.  And the European people are becoming increasingly afraid for their lives, 

and are starting to beg their governments to act to protect them, even though this means greater powers 

being given to their governments than ever before. 

  This is why Francis is working very closely with the leftist leaders of Europe.  These men and women 

do not want Europe to become “Eurabia”.  But they do want to make use of the sword of Islam to 

frighten their subjects into entrusting increasingly dictatorial powers to their governments!  And so it 

was that, just before receiving the Charlemagne Prize in May 2016, “in appreciation of his 

distinguished service on behalf of peace, understanding and mercy in a European society of values”,8 

Francis met with three representatives of the major European institutions: the presidents of the 

European Parliament, the European Council and the European Commission.  And then, just minutes 

after meeting them in the Vatican, he met with the powerful German Chancellor, Angela Merkel.9  

Merkel is one of Europe’s leading advocates of Islamic immigration, and is in the process of creating 

deliberate chaos and fear in Germany via the huge influx of Muslims into her country.   

  Now would these powerful European politicians want to give this prize to Francis, if he was not 

working for the same goals as they are, and using the same tactics? Certainly not.  They are all 

working together. 
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Francis Is Using the Islamic Tide – But Only Temporarily 
 

  Of course, he has no intention for this Islamic tide to wash over Europe forever.  Right now it serves 

his purposes, and he is encouraging it.  But he knows, all too well, that Islam has always desired to 

conquer Europe (and has tried again and again, through the centuries) – and he does not want a 

predominantly Islamic Europe.  He wants a Roman Catholic Europe.  He and his European allies (the 

leftist rulers of European countries) well know that they can stop this Islamic tide any time they 

choose!  It is in their power to do so.  It is not uncontrollable.  There are ways and means to end it 

immediately, if they want to.  And when the time is right, they will stop it.  Francis has already 

indicated as much, when he said in his speech on the island of Lesbos that eventually the refugees must 

be sent home. 

  Eventually.  But not yet.  For now, the Vatican is hoping for great things by encouraging the influx of 

Muslims into Europe, where they are causing the native-born citizens to panic, and to demand action, 

as rapes, thefts and murders rise to unprecedented levels, cities become war zones, Europe’s priceless 

heritage is threatened by rampaging mobs, and the way of life that Europeans have enjoyed for so long 

is threatened by the Muslim mayhem being unleashed everywhere. 

 

  And when this Muslim invasion has served its purpose and Francis and his government cronies cause 

the human tide of refugees (both real refugees and the fake ones) to dry up, he and the entire Vatican 

hierarchy will look very good in the eyes of the world!  His prestige, and that of the religious system of 

which he is the head, will be greatly enhanced.  For they  will look like great benefactors, 

compassionate, caring and concerned, who were willing to speak out on behalf of the people of 

another, often-hostile religion, working tirelessly for Europe to welcome the Muslims pouring across 

European borders, and even setting an example by taking in and harbouring some Muslims in the 

Vatican itself! 

  There is even the strong likelihood that this papal attitude will encourage many Muslims in Europe to 

convert to Roman Catholicism.  Compared with their own merciless religion, the religion of Rome will 

look like a compassionate, caring, loving one.  They will have no idea of the real motives for all that is 

going on. 

 

  Out of chaos, a new order.  This is what the pope is hoping for.  This is the outcome he desires for 

Europe, and this is why he is encouraging the Muslim invasion of Europe.  For now. 

 

Scenario Two: Resistance (But Is It Even Possible?) 
 

  Let us now consider the second possible scenario: that the peoples of Europe, fed up with what their 

governments are doing by permitting so many Muslims in, fed up with the massive Muslim crime 

waves sweeping their countries, fed up with the changing cultures of their countries, will somehow 

wake up before it is too late, say “enough is enough”, rise up and resist this Islamic invasion, and either 

vote their liberal-leftist governments out or overthrow them, turn back the Islamic tide, secure their 

borders and stop this multicultural madness that is tearing Europe apart. 

  Although a few European nations show signs of moving towards this point, most do not.  The truth is, 

the European populations have been so thoroughly indoctrinated by the effeminate liberal-leftist 

ideology over decades, that they are for the most part spineless, compliant, weak-kneed hand-wringers 

who are so afraid of being “politically incorrect” and offending anyone and everyone that they would 

rather continue to preside over their own destruction than utter even a squeak of protest.  This is not the 

generation that stood up to the Nazis in World War Two.  This is a generation of “metrosexuals”, of 

androgynous creatures utterly confused about who they are, of people so distracted by non-stop 

entertainment via their cellphones, tablets, and endless round of parties that they have virtually lost 

touch with reality.   

 

  It is extremely unlikely, then, that this scenario will come to pass. 
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  Still, stranger things have happened.  And as unlikely as this scenario is, one can never truly say 

never. There is just a remote chance, humanly speaking, that it could happen.  It is not what Francis 

wants, nor is it what the governments of Europe want.  But if it did happen, Francis would still emerge 

looking good, because he sheltered refugees.  After all, he’s the pope, people will say.  He’s supposed 

to care for people.  He’s the “moral voice” of the world (as they believe).  This is what they will say.  

He will appear (in their eyes) as “the good Christian leader” he is meant to be.   

  There is a historical precedent for this.  In World War Two, Pope Pius XII supported Hitler and the 

Nazis.  But Rome always plays both sides – just in case.  And just in case the Nazis lost the war, Pius 

took in and protected some Jews in the Vatican.  And sure enough, when the Nazis lost the war and 

many were well aware of the Vatican’s support for Hitler, Pius and his spin doctors could point to 

those Jews in the Vatican and say to the world, “See?  We never supported Nazism.  We cared for Jews 

ourselves, right here in the Vatican!”  

  Francis, seventy-odd years later, has adopted the same strategy.  And no one will blame him.  After 

all, they will say, he is the pope.  This is what he is supposed to do.  He is supposed to show 

compassion for the suffering.   

 

Scenario Three: Islam Triumphant in Much of Europe (and the Pope’s Insurance 

Policy) 
 

  The third possible scenario, and one which must give many in the Vatican nightmares, is the 

possibility of an Islamic victory over much of Europe over the next few decades.  And what then?   

What if – despite the pope’s plans, and the plans of the European leaders – they are simply unable, for 

whatever reason, to stop this massive Islamic flood once it has served their purposes?    

  Francis well knows that if Islam ever succeeded in conquering various European countries, the 

position of the Roman Catholic religion would be precarious indeed.  And despite his plan for using 

Islam to create chaos that will ultimately benefit Rome and the power of the Papacy, it is a huge 

gamble.  The plan may yet backfire.   

  So he is hard at work to have an insurance policy – just in case.  He is travelling to Muslim countries, 

referring to Muslims as his “brothers and sisters”, being very vocal in his support for the Muslim 

refugees pouring into Europe – and even harbouring some Muslim families in the Vatican.  This way, 

if the dreaded day ever comes when Islam is victorious over much of Europe, he and his spin doctors 

can point to all these things and say, “See?  We never supported those calling for the destruction of 

Islam!  We cared for Muslim refugees ourselves, right here in the Vatican!”  Again, just as he did with 

some Jews in World War Two. 

  The fortunes of nations, and ideologies, ebb and flow.  The Roman Papacy has existed for a very long 

time, and it has weathered many storms.  It has made great gains, at times, and then it has suffered 

great setbacks.  It has seen Europe prostrate at the pope’s feet in the Dark Ages, and it has seen much 

of Europe break away from the pope’s control during the Reformation.  It has seen a European ruler 

standing in the snow for three days awaiting the pope’s pleasure, and it has seen another European 

ruler take the pope prisoner.  So the Papacy is not naive about what could yet happen in Europe.  And 

if ever much of Europe is flooded and finally conquered by Islam, Francis hopes that the steps he is 

taking now, the insurance policy he is forging, will ensure that in this “new Europe” Roman 

Catholicism will still have a place, until the tide turns again. 

 

Conclusion 
 

  These are momentous days for Europe.  It is a battlefield.  Time will tell what the outcome of these 

things will be in the end; but let none of the Lord’s remnant be deceived by the words and actions of 

the Roman pope.  In the centuries-old conflict between Romanism and Islam, this is merely the latest 

strategy for eventual victory.   

 

May 2016 
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